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INTRODUCTION 

 

Dogecoin ($DOGE) saw the start of a revolution where projects built 
on the foundation of 100% community involvement are the 
untamed wilderness of our future. 
 

Doge Rewards Token ($DRT) is the leading stable-altcoin rewards 
token. Earn Binance-Doge ($DOGE) by holding ($DRT) in your 
crypto wallet. 

 

Year 2021 has witnessed how community-based projects are more 
than just a change of pace, it has challenged the world of traditional 
finance what the meaning of “the whole is greater than the sum of 
its parts” really entails in the world of decentralised finance. The 
Doge Ecosystem supports the importance of tearing down the long-
established definition of elitism and success by building a path to 
freedom and creativity in its place. 

 

With the above in mind. The Doge Rewards Token is our way of 
recognising the importance of the entire Doge Community. This is 
achieved by creating a digital ecosystem aimed at creating a multi 
digital asset platform. 
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WHAT IS DOGE REWARDS TOKEN 

Doge Rewards Token is the world’s leading stable-altcoin 
rewards token, distributing consistent dividend income to our 
holders via our innovative passive income system known 
as (DOGE X2). We aim to disrupt and revolutionize the concept 
of stable-coin dividend paying tokens. This is achieved by 
selecting a stable altcoin from among thousands, which has 
long -term capital appreciation and stability, as the source of 
dividend (Passive Income). 

 

The selection undergoes a very rigorous process using 
proprietary back-testing, hypothesis testing and forecasting 
techniques coupled by intensive community-based research by 
our Venture Capital Partners: (DOGE) emerged as the choice of 
this natural selection. Our project is overseen by an 
experienced team of developers, designers and marketing 
specialists. Our primary goal is to make Doge Rewards Token a 
Top-20 crypto project. 
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DOGE X 2 (ACTIVE AND PASSIVE) 
 

Double the growth by receiving consistent dividend pay-outs 
in Binance-Doge ($DOGE) as passive income 24 hours a day by 
simply holding Doge Rewards Token ($DRT), 
an active potential 100X and leading stable-altcoin rewards 
token that embraces, the same ethos and objective of the 
DOGE Ecosystem: Achieving economic freedom for the masses 
with digital assets in a fun manner with strong community 
backing.  

 

WHY PASSIVE INCOME

*It’s about the power of passive income. * Out of the many 
types of passive income strategies, dividend income is 
arguably the best form. Dividend tokens pay holders a regular 
reward without additional investments, even in bear markets 
and crypto winter despite market volatility. Dividends will 
form the basis of a stable and consistent returns in any 
investment portfolio. 
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WHY DOGE AS DIVIDENS PAYOUTS  

The demise of TerraUSD (UST) on 7th May 2022 has exposed the 
vulnerability of Algo Stable Coins and the reliability of its 
algorithms in maintaining the peg to the US Dollars. Likewise, 
between 2017 to 2022, Tether (USDT) has de-pegged on 12 different 
occasions (citation) ranging from a low of $0.18 to a high of $10*.  

 

It is within such a context, the choice of the Token for Dividend 
pay-out must be one, that is not reliant on algorithms but rather on 
the social and legitimate acceptance of the masses, endorsing it as 
an alternative Stable Coin. And DOGE emerged as the clear winner.  

 

Social Acceptance the OG of meme coins: The success of Dogecoin 
since its launch in 2013 has inspired the growth of many other 
memecoins, which have developed into their own entire sector of 
playful digital assets that prove the market value of internet culture 
in the digital economy.  

 

Though forged from popular internet culture, DOGE continues to 
maintain a reflexive relationship with social media influence. For 
example: In April 2019, Elon Musk said on Twitter that Dogecoin 
“might be my fav cryptocurrency. It’s pretty cool.” Many people 
believe this statement caused the cryptocurrency’s price to 
significantly increase. Similarly, between May 2020 and July 2020, 
the price of Dogecoin rose by almost 200% (from $.001571 to 
$.004398) after widespread publication of Dogecoin-related content 
from Dogecoin holders on the social media platform TikTok. In 
February 2021, billionaire investor Mark Cuban stated that he 
purchased some DOGE cryptocurrency for his young son in order to 
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teach him crypto and investing principles in a fun, accessible 
manner. 

 

While Dogecoin (DOGE) began as a parody of cryptocurrencies, it has 
earned a significant market capitalization of over $11 Billion and 
widespread attention with over 4.4 million holders. Importantly, 
the DOGE crypto network continues to serve as a popular onramp for 
new investors entering the wide world of cryptocurrency, and its 
leading role in popularizing memecoins has helped develop a 
marketplace for assets driven by and for internet culture. While the 
project may have been launched in jest, what it proves about the 
value of memes is a formidable proposition for the emerging digital 
economy. 

 

Legitimate Acceptance: DOGE has been adopted as a form of 
legitimate payment method at hundreds of stores and retailers 
worldwide. And it’s not only small e-commerce stores either. Here 
are only some of the companies and organizations you may have 
heard of that accept DOGE as payments. GameStop, AirBaltic, AMC, 
American Cancer Society, CDKeys.com, Dallas Mavericks, Twitch, 
Newegg, Private Internet Access, Save the Children, Tesla. 

Takayuki-San creator of the Doge Rewards Token Community said 
“we believe through the power of collective decentralization we can 
build something stronger than a centralized team ever could create. 
A community-run token is nothing without the united individuals 
who give it purpose.” 
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WHY BSC 
Why BSC is the most logical launch strategy. 

 

Several factors made us choose to develop and to build on BSC. One 
of the reasons is that the chain is promising and has many legit 
resources to back it up. Changpeng Zhao (CZ), the creator of 
Binance, BSC, and BNB has personally stated that they will be 
pouring many resources to get developers over to Binance Smart 
Chain.  

 

Additionally, the ridiculous gas fees currently plaguing Ethereum 
renders the chain useless for ordinary retail investors. Besides, 
BSC’s transaction feed costs a few cents every few seconds. The 
block time is also much shorter. On Ethereum, the block-time is 30 
seconds, while on BSC, it is 3 seconds. That is ten times faster. A 
considerable amount, especially if you want to use Defi applications 
in real-time.  

 

Furthermore, BSC solves expensive smart contract interactions by 
significantly lowering transactions fees given Doge Rewards 
Token’s unique tokenomics of rewarding $DRT holders 7% Binance-
Pegged DOGE. Therefore, as BSC offers the best initial market (a 
completely unserved one) and the most pragmatic use case in the 
actual application, we think this is the most logical launch. Post-
launch, due to DOGE’s architecture, we will be working with the 
community to port onto new chains. 
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 
 
Total Supply of Doge Rewards Token ($DRT): 100 billion 
 
 
 
 

 

Private Pre-Sale, 30%

VC and Team, 12%

Liquidity, 15%

Airdrop, 10%

Roadmap Dev, 13%

CEX Listing 1, 10%

CEX Listing 2, 10%

$DRT Distribution

Private Pre-Sale VC and Team Liquidity Airdrop Roadmap Dev CEX Listing 1 CEX Listing 2
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TOKENOMICS 
The word “tokenomics” (token + economics) describes a crypto 
token’s supply and demand characteristics, tax structure, fees 
and rewards. Doge Rewards Token was the first major token to 
offer passive stable-altcoin income via its innovative token 
distribution strategy and advanced tokenomics. With each 
transaction (Buy, Sell or Transfer) a 15% transaction fee is 
applied which is automatically distributed in the following 
way: 
 
 

 

 
*Additionally, 4% of every transaction is sent to our Development Fund for marketing, utility 

development, exchange and staffing costs. 

 

Dividend Fees 

7% 

7% is sent to $DRT holders in 
$DOGE stable altcoin 

(minimum of 5,000,000 
tokens)  

 

How Doge Dividend Rewards work  

When you hold a minimum of 5 million 

Doge Rewards Token ($DRT) in your crypto 

wallet the system recognizes this and will 

send you a specific amount of Binance-Doge 

($DOGE) that is dependent on the amount of 

Doge Rewards Token ($DRT) you hold and 

the overall trading volume of the token. 

The more Doge Rewards Token ($DRT) you 

have and the more trading that there is, the 

more Binance-Doge ($DOGE) you will receive. 
 
 

Liquidity Pool 

4% of every transaction is 
transferred into the Liquidity 

Pool to create a stable price 
floor 

 

The Doge Rewards Token Liquidity Pool                          

The Doge Rewards Token Liquidity Pool 

works as a function of the 4% fee collected 

from transactions. The system sends Doge 

Rewards Token and BNB into a locked and 

certified liquidity pool to stabilize the price 

and make sure that traders can always buy 

and sell at any time and whenever they 

want to. 

 

 
 

4% 
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ROADMAP 

 

 

THE END 
 

 


